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NIGHT FIGHTER DESTROYS TWO

The enemy bombers that were shot down during the raid on Alexandria

last night were both destroyed by a night fighter of the Royal Air Force,

piloted by a South African Squadron Leader, One burst into flames in front

of his guns. The other exploded in raid-air when he opened fire on it, and

pieces of the fuselage struck his own aircraft.

This squadron leader flew right through the anti-aircraft barrage

from the ground in order to reach and destroy his second victim.

"When the alarm was sounded” he said this morning, ” I hurried out to my

aircraft and took off. Some time afterwards I saw an enemy bomber above me,

silhouetted against the night sky, I donf t think he can have seen me at all

because he took no evasive action as I closed in.

"I got very near to him and opened fire, I could see several hits

scored on the fuselage and the wings of the bomber. Then, a few seconds later,
the whole aircraft burst into flames and spun down past me in a great ball

of fire. ”

The pilot continued with his patrol through the night above Alexandria

with the anti-aircraft fire from the ground defences making an amazing scarlet

picture in the sky. Then he saw his second raider, which was "jinking" about from

side to side, trying to avoid the shells bursting all around it.

"That one was even more impressive than the first,” he said, "When I

opened fire, it actually blew up in mid air in front of me. Pieces of the bomber

blew back and struck my own aircraft. And all around the explosion was the

stream of red anti-aircraft fire from below.


